Category

Flower

What

Ammi

Variety

Description

Dara

Dara' adds a soft, airy, elegance to the garden and fresh or dried flower
arrangements. It is also called ornamental carrot or false Queen Anne's lace.
'Dara' is a low-maintenance annual, and not aggressive like true Queen Anne's
lace. Fairly drought tolerant once established, but flowers best with regular
moisture. 36-48" tall.

Flower

Calendula

Radio

A flower from the 1930's, Marmalade-orange quilled petals are arrayed around
sunny yellow centers—a delicious confection, the dried petals have been used to
color and flavor cakes and stews since Roman times. 18-24" in height,

Flower

Cosmos

Bright Lights

Easy to grow favorite blooms quickly. 2-3" semi-double blooms on 2-3' plants in a
vibrant color mix that attracts butterflies.

Flower

Cosmos

Pink Fringe

Old-fashioned cosmos with pink fluffly flowers.

Flower

Cosmos

Single Sensation Mixed Colors

These tall, old-fashioned favorite cosmos flowers bear airy, daisy-like blossoms of
bright crimson, deep rose, pink and white from early summer through midautumn; cosmos feature heat resistance and thrive in poor soil. 3-4' tall.

Flower

Marigold

Dwarf

6-8" tall, blooms compact plants and bear a profusion of showy double flowers.
Flowers bloom through summer until frost.

Flower

Marigold

Tall

2-3' tall, bloom throughout the summer.

Pregnant Onion

Pregnant onion plants creates an unusual bloom in the spring and summer. It
produces hundreds of small white flowers on a spike sitting atop a two-foot tall
stem. These small green and white star-shaped flowers offer a light, pleasant
scent.

Flower

Snapdragon

Magic Carpet (Dwarf)

A Dwarf variety Snapdragon with a spreading habit, grows 8-10" tall. Not your
typical tall stalks for cutting, but instead a blanket of color suitable for bedding
and edging.

Flower

Sweet Pea

Mammoth

Extra-large blooms on long sturdy stems, perfect for cut flowers. Fragrant
blossoms of lavender, pink, purple, red, salmon, and white. 5-6' tall.

Flower

Sweet Pea

Perfume Delight

The best sweet pea choice for hot summer areas. Intensely fragrant and heat
tolerant. 6-8' tall.

Flower

Violet

Flower

Flower

Zinnia

Benary's Giant Mix

Recommended by the Association of Specialty Cut Flower Growers. Vigorous allseason producers hold up well in summer rain and heat all over the country.
Densely petaled blooms are up to 6" across. 3-4' tall.

Flower

Zinnia

Mighty Lion

Mighty Lion offers intense orange-red, fully double 4-5" blossoms. 3 to 3-1/2' tall.

Flower

Zinnia

Scarlet Flame

Radiant red blossoms create a vibrant splash of color easy for hummingbirds to
see from a distance. 3 to 3-1/2' tall.

Tiger

The Tiger Fig produces attractive fruits with a green and yellow striped exterior.
When ripe, the fruit inside is strawberry red with a slightly dry but extremely sweet
flesh. The plants have good vigor, with growth up to 12 feet tall and multiple
branches. Fruits ripen very late in the season
Feijoa has a unique flavor that is both exceedingly sweet and slightly tart. It is
reminiscent of pineapple, banana, kiwi, and guava. Tasty guava-like fruit ripens
in late fall. Easily trained as espalier, a hedge, or a small specimen tree for
landscape or container. Evergreen.

Fruit

Fig

Fruit

Guava (Feijoa)

Pineapple

Fruit

Strawberry

Various

Category

Herb

What

Basil

Variety

Description

African Blue

African blue basil is a hybrid of two different basil plants that has inherited a
camphor flavor from one of its parents. Although edible, the flavor may not be
appealing to those who are familiar with more traditional basil flavor. Most
typically grown as a pollinator - bees love the flowers!

Herb

Basil

Dark Opal

This is a pretty-looking, aromatic basil cultivar with edible deep purple leaves and
buds. Although this variety might be a little slower to grow than other basil plants,
it's dark leaves, intense sweet-spicy flavor and pretty pinkish flowers, which
appear mid to late summer, make it worth the effort. The foliage has a much
stronger smell than more common green basil varieties.

Herb

Basil

Genovese

This Italian variety has extremely tender, fragrant, extra-large, dark green leaves
and is superb for pesto.

Holy / Tulsi

Known as the Queen of Herbs in India.This type of holy basil is also known as
kapoor, or temperate basil. It is distinguished by its bubble-gum scent, frosttolerance, and fast-growing nature. If allowed to flower, it is a bee magnet

Lemon

Attractive, spreading silver-green plant with lemony aroma and flavor is great for
potpourris, tea, chicken, fish, vegetables and herb vinegars. This native of
northwestern India should be started indoors early or outside after danger of frost.
Spicy Globe basil plants great for container gardening, reaching only 6-12" with
an attractive round shape. The flavor of the basil 'Spicy Globe' herb is different
from most basils, adding a spicy kick to pasta dishes and pestos.

Herb
Herb

Basil
Basil

Herb

Basil

Spicy Globe

Herb

Cilantro

-

Herb
Herb
Herb

Curry Leaf
Dill
Dill

Herb

Fennel

Herb

Mint

Herb

Oregano

Herb

Parsley

Herb

Rosemary

Herb

Sage

-

The famed Curry Leaf plant, native to India and Ceylon, lends its pungent scent
as a main ingredient in delicious curries. The many segmented foliage is borne
on a compact bush convenient for harvesting.

Dukat Leafy

Dukat is an especially sweet and mellow dill bred in Denmark for traditional
Scandinavian dishes. The fine cut, blue green leaves hold longer than other
varieties. Produces much more foliage before forming seed than most dills.

Mammoth Long Island

A delicious seasoning for fish and vegetables, it can grow up to 6' tall, with
greener foliage and bigger flower heads known to attract beneficial insects to
pollinate other vegetables and fruits in your kitchen garden.

Smokey Bronze

Bronze fennel has edible leaves, flowers, seeds, stems, and roots. The purplebrown feathery foliage has a sweet, mild anise flavor that is delicious in meats,
vegetables, breads, and tea brewed from the anise-like seeds aids digestion.
Beneficial insects and bees feast on the golden flowers in summer and
caterpillars of the black swallowtail butterfly feast on the ample foliage. 4-5' tall.

Italian Flat

This parsley has strong flavored leaves that make it the parsley associated with
Italian dishes. This culinary herb has serrated leaves and a clean, slightly
peppery taste. Its flavor is stronger than that of its ruffled cousin, curly-leaf
parsley. It is often used as a garnish. Harvest Parsley early in the year as its
flavor is best at this time.

Category
Vegetable
Vegetable

Vegetable

Vegetable
Vegetable

What
Beans
Beans

Beans

Beans
Beans

Variety

Description

Chinese Red Noodle

Pole. Fantastic, deep red, 18-inch pods are so delicious and full of nutrition, and
they even keep most of their color when sautéed! Long vines produce all summer
and do well under many conditions.

French Gold

Pole. Golden-yellow long, slim juicy French filet pole beans with fine sweet flavor.
Sunny pods stand out from green vines for easy harvesting. Great garden
performance and yield over a long season.

Golden Butterwax

Bush. An old favorite that has been praised by gardeners for superior flavor,
impressive yield, and natural disease resistance since the 1800’s. Golden
Butterwax bean was originally introduced by D.M. Ferry and Co. in 1876. Oodles
of 5-inch long, bright yellow beans are produced on compact 16-18 inch tall
plants that remain upright and sturdy. Excellent choice for canning and freezing.

Greasy Grits

Pole. Old Appalachian and mountain folk heirloom that used to be common in
much of the Midwest and South. The Greasy Grits bean has recently been
rediscovered and is highly sought after and celebrated by foodies, chefs, and
nostalgic gardeners alike. A signature smooth, shiny sheen to the bean pods
earned them the name “greasy,” but the superior nutty, mellow, umami flavor is
what keeps Greasy Grits the king of Appalachian heirloom beans. Pole bean
matures in 90 days for dried beans.

Yard Long

Bears loads of slender, very long pods that are best picked when less than 18 in.
long. It has a delicious, nutty flavor steamed, stir-fried or sauteed. It's easy to
grow and has no serious pests or diseases.

Vegetable

Bitter Melon

Abashi

An Okinawan heirloom variety with deep green skin color and a very mild bitter
taste. Fruit is 3-4 inches in diameter and 8-10 inches long. This variety can
tolerate high temperatures and does well up to 100 F. Harvest around 100 days
after sowing.

Vegetable

Bitter Melon

Ganjyu

An extra-large light green heirloom from Japan. Fruit is large and uniform with a
great flavor.

Satuma Onaga

From the southwestern tip of Kyushu Island, Japan, this is an ideal bitter melon
for making into tea or for cooking. This bitter melon will produce tons of snake-like
fruit on long vines, 16-18 inches long and matures 60-70 days from sowing.
Nutritious fruit contain almost as much vitamin C as citrus!

Rainbow

This bright chard mix satisfies everyone's end-of-the-rainbow wishes, with
succulent-stemmed leaves in shades of red, yellow, orange, and cream. Grow
this chard and you'll see: a good garden is more valuable than a pot of gold.

Vegetable
Vegetable

Bitter Melon
Chard

Vegetable

Collards

Georgia Southern

A staple in the South, collards are a nutritious and versatile vegetable that grows
in hot or cold regions with ease. 'Georgia Southern' has been enjoyed since the
1800s. The large leaves not only make delicious steamed greens, they also make
fantastic wraps and when young, hearty salad greens. Fall frosts make them
sweeter, and they may overwinter, as they can survive temperatures down to 20°
F. Excellent container variety.

Vegetable

Cucumber

Armenian Metki White

Distinctive flavor and texture. Long, curbed, gray-green fruit 2-3' long.

Vegetable

Cucumber

Armenian Yard Long

The classic Armenien Cucumber is actually a melon. Light-green, mild tasting,
deeply ribbed fruits. Harvest at 15" long.

Beit Alpha

A delicious, very sweet cucumber that is usually picked small and does not need
peeling as the skin is very tender. This variety is very popular in the
Mediterranean

Vegetable

Cucumber

Category

What

Variety

Description

Vegetable

Cucumber

Green Dragon

Green Dragon Cucumbers are a very hardy early cucumber variety that is
resistant to cold weather. This burpless cucumber is straight and about 14" long
with a green rind. The average weight per cucumber this plant will produce is 7
ounces.

Vegetable

Cucumber

Lemon

The shape, size, and color of a lemon, but it's a cucumber! Mild and sweet,
delicious fresh, or for making pickles.

Vegetable

Cucumber

Marketmore

Thie variety is noted for its superior flavor, high yields, and adaptability. Large
early crops of 8" fruits. Can be grown in a 3-5 gallon container.

Vegetable

Cucumber

Painted Serpent

Long and curvy striped heirloom with crispy sweet flesh that is never bitter. Pick
at 2" in diameter for best quality.

Vegetable

Cucumber

Pickling

The plants are very prolific, producing dark green, 5-6” fruits, these cucumbers
are delicious at any age. Harvest at 5-7.5 cm (2-3”) for gherkins.

Vegetable

Cucumber

Straight Eight

The most popular of allhome garden cucumbers for slicing. Prolific plants, 8" long
fruits.

Suyo Long

Suyo Long is a traditional variety from China that offers an abundance of
delicious, burpless, crispy cucumbers. Growing to 16" long on vigorous vines, the
sweet ribbed fruits can be picked at any stage, from very young to fully mature.
Grow it on a trellis for straighter fruits.

Black Beauty

An heirloom variety, Black Beauty Eggplant bears lots of classically shaped,
glossy, purple-black fruits that are delicious grilled, baked, and stir-fries. The fruits
weight up to 2 lbs. each.

Little Prince

Perfect for containers or small space gardens, Little Prince produces an
abundance of glossy, 3-4" oval fruits borne in shiny clusters on pretty plants with
velvety leaves and lavender blossoms. These fruits have tender, glossy skins and
succulent flesh that is never bitter or seedy. (Renee's Garden)

Long Purple

Long Purple is an Italian heirloom eggplant that produces dark purple cucumbershaped fruit with firm mild flesh. This variety produces good yields, especially in
northern climates! Plants will typically produce more than 4 fruits of 9" size.

Rosita

4' tall plants produce excellent yields of lavender-pink, teardrop-shaped fruits with
white shoulders. The skin is tender without a trace of bitterness, and the white
flesh is mild and sweet.

Thai Green

Thai Green' plants have soft spines, grow two to three feet in height, and produce
light green, elongated, ten to twelve inch long fruit. Their flesh is white with a
pleasant, mild flavor.

Crane

Delicious Crenshaw type melons have sweet, fine flavored pale orange flesh. The
green-skinned rind develops orange spots when ripe. Each fruit weighs 4 lbs.
This famous California heirloom was introduced in 1920 by Oliver Crane, whose
family has been farming near Santa Rosa for six generations.

Delice de la Table

A true French cantaloupe whose name translates as “Delight of the Table.”
Ribbed dessert melons have sweet orange flesh and weigh about 1-2 pounds.
Very hard to find, but alive and well in France.

Gallery Galia

Galia melons, also called tropical melons, originated in Israel. Their thick, limegreen flesh is smooth, with a complex flavor suggestive of tropical fruit and a
fresh, banana-like aroma. The rind has a corky net like a cantaloupe, but without
ribbing. Excellent for discerning markets.

Vegetable
Vegetable

Vegetable
Vegetable
Vegetable
Vegetable

Vegetable
Vegetable

Vegetable

Cucumber
Eggplant

Eggplant
Eggplant
Eggplant
Eggplant

Melon
Melon

Melon

Category

What

Variety

Description

Vegetable

Melon

Honeydew

Honeydew melons have become popular for their distinctive sweet pale green
flesh. Honeydew have a light green to yellow smooth rind and can range in size
from 2-8 lbs.

Vegetable

Okra

Clemson Spineless

A favorite of American gardeners for over 80 years, vigorous 4' plants produce an
abounding harvest of spineless dark-green, grooved pods.

Green

Traditionally used in Gumbo, and is delicious fried or sautéed, this spineless
variety produces long, slender, ribbed green pods on dramatic bushes with
beautiful yellow flowers. Pick the pods daily at 3 inches length for tenderness and
best quality.

Black Cobra

Black Cobra chile peppers are elongated and slender, 7cm in length, and have a
conical shape that tapers to a pointed tip. The skin is firm, glossy, and smooth,
ripening from green, black, to bright red when mature. Black Cobra chile peppers
are primarily harvested when the pods are black and have a bitter and spicy
taste. As the pepper ripens into its striking red hue, it will further increase in
spiciness.

Anaheim

Pungent, long, tapered, medium-thick peppers. Green fruits turn deep red when
ripe. Use these pungent peppers fresh or dried. Harvest starts 77 days after
plants are set out.

Cayenne Long Red Thin

One of the best known hot chili peppers, it is a good long hot chilli that performs
well and dries nicely. Producing an abundance of very wrinkled fruits that grow 12
to 15cm (5 to 6in) long, the fruits have thin flesh and are used fresh in hot sauces
or dried and ground for cayenne pepper. At a heat level of around 30,000 to
50,000 SHU, they are one of the best peppers for seasoning pickles and salsa.

Habanero

One of the most potent hot peppers, 100x hotter than Jalapeño! Great for hot
sauces and basting. Wrinkled, tapered little fruit turn from green to orange. Bear
very well in hot weather. Grows well in containers.

Jaloro Jalapeno

A Texas-bred hybrid version of the Jalapeno, the Jaloro Jalapeño pepper is a
yellow pepper that is easy to maintain and grow. Juicy and meaty with thick walls
and will ripen from green, yellow, orange, and then red. The Jaloro pepper has a
crunchy texture and a mildly hot fruity flavor.

Leutschauer Paprika

A rare 1800's drying pepper that comes from Hungary. Medium-hot, used for
drying into a premium hot paprika powder. Excellent for drying, stuffed, chilli jam
and powders.

Mad Hatter

Slightly hot bishop's crown type, fruits avg. 2 1/4" in diameter and are borne on
big, bushy plants. Moderately sweet flesh with floral and citrus notes and a touch
of heat near the seed cavity.

Orange Spice Jalapeno

A colorful new “heirloom” introduced by New Mexico State University. This
vibrant, tangerine-orange variety was bred using natural back-crossing
techniques, resulting in an extra rich tasting and super eye-catching fruit. (Baker
Creek)

Pasilla Bajio

Mild-Sweet Hot, Pasilla Bajio is one of the "holy trinity" of peppers used in
traditional mole sauces, along with anchos and mulatos. Spanish for "little raisin,"
the pasilla bajio is known as chilaca in its immature green stage; at maturity, it
also goes by the names achocolatado, chile negro, and Mexican negro.

Poblano

Called Ancho when dried, Poblano when fresh. This is one of the most popular
peppers grown in Mexico. Plants grow to 2 1/2 ft. tall. Fully ripened, red fruits are
much hotter and flavorful than the earlier picked green ones. Days to maturity are
from time plants are set in garden. For transplants add 8-10 weeks.

Vegetable

Vegetable
Vegetable

Vegetable
Vegetable

Vegetable
Vegetable
Vegetable

Vegetable

Vegetable

Vegetable

Okra

Pepper
Pepper (Hot)

Pepper (Hot)
Pepper (Hot)

Pepper (Hot)
Pepper (Hot)
Pepper (Hot)

Pepper (Hot)

Pepper (Hot)

Pepper (Hot)

Category

Vegetable
Vegetable
Vegetable

Vegetable
Vegetable

What

Pepper (Hot)
Pepper (Hot)
Pepper (Hot)

Pepper (Hot)
Pepper (Sweet)

Variety

Description

Pumpkin Spice Japapeno

A lovely glowing-pumpkin variety from New Mexico State University. This bright
pumpkin-orange colored variety was bred using natural backcrossing techniques,
resulting in an lightly spicy and super eye-catching fruit. Ornamental and
extremely prolific. (Baker Creek)

Serrano

Serrano will give you dozens of medium-thin walled fruits per plant. Pick them
early when the peppers are green and more mild or wait until they're mature and
"red hot", at about 10,000 Scovilles.

Shishito

A favorite old Japanese variety which produces 3 inches long, slightly wrinkled
fruit that is perfect for making tempura and other traditional recipes. Fruit is
emerald green in color, ripening to red, and mildly flavored with just a bit of spice.

Thai Chili

This seriously hot pepper makes a lovely impression in a patio container. The
ornamental 8-12" plants are bedecked with up to 200 small, conical 1/2-1" fruits
that ripen to bright red. Extremely hot, the peppers can be used fresh or
preserved in oil or vinegar. Harvest about 85 days from transplant.

Canary Belle

Generally milder in flavor than the Red and Green bell peppers we are most
familiar with, Sweet Canary Belles are a perfect accompaniment to salads, fajitas,
stir frys and countless other dishes.

Vegetable

Pepper (Sweet)

Sugar Rush Peach

Amazing Sugar-Sweet Flavor and Some Fire Too! A sumptuous snacking pepper,
Sugar Rush Peach is by far the most fun pepper to eat. The long, peach-colored
fruit is packed with loads of super sweet, tropical flavor, and the seeds bring a
smoky, complex heat that when used together, creates a wild flavor experience
unparalleled in any pepper we have tried. (Baker Creek)

Vegetable

Pepper (Sweet)

Sweet Mini - Yellow & Orange

Sweet mini yellow & orange peppers, perfect for snacking or salads.

Mini Jack

Easy to grow and very reliable, Mini Jack Baby Pumpkins mature much earlier
than their bigger cousins, rewarding you with armfuls of 3-4", deeply ribbed fruits
that are true old-fashioned miniatures. They make welcome gifts and colorful
holiday decorations and centerpieces. These happy little beauties are also
deliciously edible; bake them whole for individual servings of stuffing, cranberry
sauce or pumpkin soup presented right in their bright orange shells.

Rouge Vif d'Etampes

Known as Rouge vif d'Etampes in France. "Rouge vif" means "vivid red." This is
an attractive variety for fall display. Shaped flat, looking like a red cheese wheel,
the fruits average 10-15 lb. The moderately sweet, orange flesh is excellent for
pies. Also known as Cinderella.

Spookie

Fast growing vines produce early, offering great yields of small & mid-size
pumpkins with rich sweet flesh. Great for carving jack-o'-lanterns and tasty
holiday baking.

Vegetable

Vegetable
Vegetable

Pumpkin

Pumpkin
Pumpkin

Vegetable

Squash

Long Island Cheese

Also known as the Long Island Cheese pumpkin, Long Island Cheese squash
has been favored for its smooth texture, long storage capabilities, and for its use
in pumpkin pie. Its name is a nod to the squash's growing region along the
eastern seaboard and also to its unique shape which resembles a cheese wheel.

Vegetable

Squash

Luffa

The fruit grows about 2', Tasty cooked like okra when young, edible when small
and tender. Grow your own natural dishcloth or bath sponge.

Vegetable

Squash

Opo

Also called Calabash squash. Opo squash are long, green squash with a mild
taste, like zucchini Peel and seed then use for cooking.

Spaghetti

Slightly sweet, nutty flavor. Oblong in shape with ivory skin that changes to pale
yellow at maturity. An excellent pasta alternative — bake or boil, fork out the
flesh, and top the "spaghetti" with your favorite sauce.

Vegetable

Squash

Category
Vegetable

Vegetable

What
Squash

Squash

Variety

Description

Table King Bush Acorn

Compact and produce two pound, glossy dark green, acorn-shaped fruits with a
small seed cavity and pale orange flesh. Produces five to eight fruits per plant.

Tahitian Melon

Tahitian squash is medium to large in size, averaging 8-30 pounds, and has the
appearance of a large elongated butternut squash with lengthwise furrowing and
some crookneck shape tendencies. The hard rind is smooth, tan and connects to
a rough, small, light brown stem.

Vegetable

Squash

Waltham Butternut

It's one of the best, most popular varieties of winter squash. Its sweet, dry,
orange-colored flesh makes it ideal for baking, as well as for pies. These plants
are very productive and produce squash high in vitamin A.

Vegetable

Squash

Yellow Crookneck

Crookneck Squash is known for its yellow, 6-inch fruit with a slightly bent neck.
This heirloom is easy-to-grow and matures quickly.

Yellow Straightneck

This early, prolific straightneck summer squash produces creamy yellow, tender
fruit of excellent quality early in the season. Plants continue bearing if kept picked
and cared for. It has a tapered, straight neck, not curved like Crookneck, making
it perfect to slice into lengths for grilling.

Zucchini Black Beauty

Classic zucchini. A 1957 All-America Selections winner, this early and prolific
heirloom variety has been exceedingly popular for its very dark green skin and
creamy white flesh.

Vegetable
Vegetable

Squash
Squash

Vegetable

Squash

Zucchini Raven

Harvest is quick and easy because the abundant fruits are born high up on bush
style plants that don't sprawl all over and the leaves have very few prickly spines.
Raven zucchini are widely adopted, germinate and grow quickly, bear heavily and
do not get woody or tough with age

Vegetable

Tomatillo

Purple

Easy to grow, tomatillos look like large cherry tomatoes wrapped in a husk.
Heirloom purple-skinned variety is prolific with small, sweet/tangy fruits.

Toma Verde

Early maturing, large, flat-round green fruits with exceptional sweetness: it tastes
like a cross between a Lemon, a Pineapple and a Tomato. This dependable,
prolific variety also produces larger size fruit than others, up to 2” in diameter.

Amish Paste

Many seed savers believe this is the ultimate paste tomato. Giant, blocky, Roma
type tomatoes have delicious red flesh that is perfect for paste and canning. It
has world-class flavor and comes from an Amish community in Wisconsin.

Beefsteak

Grown for their flavor and size for slicing and summer sandwiches. This variety
produces large, meaty red fruit over a long season on indeterminate plants.
Matures late compared to many other tomatoes, it will provide a fresh harvest in
the latter part of the season.

Black Cherry

Cherry tomato with a rich mahogany-purple color and sweetly complex flavor. The
round, 1-inch fruits grow in abundant heavy clusters on vigorous, fast growing
indeterminate plants. (Renee's Garden)

Vegetable
Vegetable

Vegetable
Vegetable

Tomatillo
Tomato

Tomato
Tomato

Vegetable

Tomato

Black Krim

Black Krim tomato plants produce large tomatoes with deep reddish-purple skin.
In hot, sunny conditions, the skin turns nearly black. The reddish-green flesh is
rich and sweet with a slightly smoky, homegrown flavor.

Vegetable

Tomato

Blue Beauty

Beefsteak type, 8-9 oz fruit. Glowing red-pink skin covered in deep blue.

Vegetable

Tomato

Brandywine Black

A prolific, potato-leaf yielder whose novel, black fruits are well-formed, oval
shaped, with "real tomato taste".

Vegetable

Tomato

Brandywine Pink

This popular beefsteak-sized, Amish tomato produces rosy pink fruits loaded with
an old-fashioned tomato taste that has been prized for decades.

Category

What

Variety

Description

Vegetable

Tomato

Brandywine Red

One of the most popular and best-tasting heirloom tomatoes. Flavorful but not
acidic, it is a large-lobed, beefsteak-shaped tomato with a thin, pinkish-red skin.
Very vigorous.

Vegetable

Tomato

Brandywine Suddath

The potato-leaf plants 'Sudduth's Strain Brandywine' produce large (14 to 36 oz
fruits) that are oblate in shape and pink in color. Excellent flavor.

Vegetable

Tomato

Chadwick Cherry

Cherry. Delicious, sweet flavor makes this 1-oz cherry popular with home
gardeners. Large vines set huge yields and are disease resistant.

Vegetable

Tomato

Cherokee Purple

Slice Cherokee Purple tomato for rich, dark color and unmatched sweet, rich
taste on sandwiches or in salads. The tomato is a beautiful dusky pink with a
deep, rich-red interior.

Vegetable

Tomato

Dark Galaxy

Dark Galaxy Tomato is a very uniquely colored tomato that has galaxy-like
speckles. It has an earthy taste and good balance.

Djena Lee's Golden

"Djena Lee’s Golden Girl tomato is a large golden orange fruit with a semi-thick
skin. It was grown in the 1920s. The tomato’s intense orange color is very
striking. It has an excellent balance of acid to sugar giving it a sweet yet tangy
flavor.

Vegetable

Tomato

Vegetable

Tomato

Evergreen

The Tasty Evergreen Tomato is a green fleshed heirloom with a tasty, strong
sweet flavor. This delicious large heirloom ripens to grapefruit yellow with a limegreen flesh, giving it a very sweet flavor.

Vegetable

Tomato

Green Zebra

Beautiful chartreuse with deep lime-green stripes, very attractive. Flesh is bright
green and very rich tasting, sweet with a sharp bite.

Vegetable

Tomato

Illini Gold Paste

Paste Tomato. 4-6 oz bright yellow/orange paste-type tomatoes. Attractive in
salads, or makes a rich, sweet golden sauce.

Inca Jewels

These delicious “Roma” style container tomatoes are bred for extra-heavy yields
on space-saving 3 ft. plants. Ideal to grow in large pots or in smaller garden
spaces. (Renee's Garden)

Indigo Kumquat

High-yielding plants produce 15–20 gm. orange fruits with dark indigo-colored
shoulders. Very sweet flavor with a surprising, tart kick of acidity. Compact
indeterminate plant requires minimal pruning and yields well, even in unfavorable
conditions. Harvest when background color fills in uniformly orange and fruits
begin to soften.

Vegetable

Vegetable

Tomato

Tomato

Vegetable

Tomato

Juliet

Large cherry. Slightly larger than the well-known Santa grape tomato, Juliet bears
delicious, sweet fruit on indeterminate vines. Some gardeners refer to it as a mini
Roma because of the shape.

Vegetable

Tomato

Momotaro

The most popular fresh tomato in Japan. Deep pink, firm, 6 oz. tomatoes are
sweet with a delightful refined flavor.

Vegetable

Tomato

Mortgage Lifter

Originally developed in the 1930's by a gardener who successfully grew and sold
enough of this tomato variety to pay off his mortgage!

Oxheart

Appropriately named for their shape and size, oxheart varieties of tomato can
produce fruit that weigh up to three pounds. They are very meaty with few seeds,
making them a great slicing tomato.

Pandorino

High yielding Italian grape tomato offers cascading clusters of juicy sweet fruits all
summer long with wonderful full tomato flavor. Extremely disease-resistant and
widely adapted vines. (Renee's Garden)

Vegetable
Vegetable

Tomato
Tomato

Category

What

Variety

Description

Vegetable

Tomato

Pantano Romanesco

Beefsteak-type, highly productive vines yield large crops of 12 oz., brilliant-red,
slightly-ribbed tomatoes with meaty interiors bursting with wonderful, rich,
complex, tomato flavors. Expect a good production from these heirloom
tomatoes.

Vegetable

Tomato

Red Cherry

Cherry. Classic large, red cherry tomatoes with rich, full-bodied, mildly acidic
flavor.

Red Pear

The Red Pear Tomato is an old time favorite heirloom with bright red, pearshaped tomato with a history dating back to Colonial times. The Red Pear's
plants are very prolific and are producers of 1-2" tomatoes

Russian Rose

From Novorossiyk, Russia. This Russian heirloom tomato variety is aptly named
as it bears tomatoes as pretty as a rose. A good producer of 12-16 oz., deliciously
sweet tomato flavors.

San Marzano

The long, blocky fruits mature with a small, discreet seed cavity that can be
scooped out, leaving all meat. This means much less boiling to get a first class
paste. The shape is also good for canning, and excellent for drying

Vegetable
Vegetable
Vegetable

Tomato
Tomato
Tomato

Vegetable

Tomato

Sun Gold Cherry

Cherry tomatoes, Sungold ripens early to a golden orange, ready to harvest
throughout the summer. These extra-sweet tomatoes stay firmer longer than
other cherry varieties and will be ready to harvest twice a week once they begin
producing fruit.

Vegetable

Tomato

Sweet Gold Cherry

Yellow cherry tomato. Full, sweet tomato flavor, 1" fruits.

Vegetable

Tomato

Yellow Pear

This heirloom variety makes a vigorous plant that bears enormous numbers of
bright yellow, bite-sized fruit. The flavor is deliciously tangy.

Crimson Sweet

Crimson Sweet produces round melons averaging 25 lbs. (11 kg) with light green
and dark green stripes. This melon is even prettier on the inside, with
exceptionally deep red flesh that's sweet and luscious. Crimson Sweet vines
need room to grow, spreading up to 10 ft.

Vegetable

Watermelon

